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f you are like most Nordic skiers, you look at 
the double pole technique as a necessary evil. 
It is a way to get to from Point A to Point B 
that is effective but not pretty—or preferred. 
Perhaps you think of double poling as a way 
to do specific strength and get your upper 
body huge, like the “Governator.” Heck, many 
of  you think it is only used for classic skiing 
and therefore not necessary to learn—let alone 
practice. 

Oh, dear reader, I encourage you to think again. I believe the 
double pole is the most seminal form of all techniques within ski-
ing. Whether you are classic skiing or skate skiing, a good double 
pole is the foundation of solid technique. It is the most basic 
blueprint for all that you do out there on the snow. I would even 
go so far as to call the double pole, “your Nordic DNA”.

 Wow. Big statement. But, let’s take a closer look at the double 
pole technique and see how this DNA revelation can help you be-
come a better skier, no matter how your prefer to slide on snow.

aTHlETIc STaNcE
First, let’s start with the Basic Athletic Stance- 

the foundation for all good skiing. 

The Basic Athletic Stance is: feet shoulder width 
apart, weight center-forward of your arches, but 
behind balls of the feet. Your ankles are always 
flexing forward. Your knees should be slightly 
bent and pressing over toes. Keep your hips 
high, forward, and in-line over the knees. 
There is a slight ‘c’ shape to the back, and your 
shoulders and chest are relaxed, directly above the hips. And fi-
nally, your eyes should be looking up the trail, not down at your 
feet or skis.

DoUblE polE
From the basic Athletic Stance, move your 

hands high and in front of your face, shoulder 
width, and approximately 12-15” from your 

face. Your elbows may be bent approximately 90-
100 degrees but should not be sticking too far 
outside your body center. Begin the double pole 
timing from this position, rather than ‘starting’ 
from behind your hips. By beginning with your 
hands high and forward, you will set yourself up 
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for good timing with the rest of the stroke. 

From this good starting point, move your poles 
quickly straight down into the snow. (Simulta-
neously you should be doing a slight, yet 
strong, “crunch” of the abs). The poles ag-
gressively ‘punch’ the snow and then quickly 
release- the power phase is done. Relax on the 
follow through to your hips, but then come 
quickly back to the high start position. Be sure 
the follow-through pendulums from the shoul-
der so that your hands are passing your body 
mid-thigh (as opposed to above the hips (rowing/
swim style), or down by the knees (the “ape,” or old-school style) 
on the follow through and the return to starting position.

If the double pole is done correctly, the body never deviates 
from the basic athletic stance. Ideally, this forward body position 



should be identical to the pole angle (illustration 
#3). The chest is always pressed forward (#5), 
not down at the snow (#4). The hips are always 
thrust forward as much as possible 
(#5)—the butt does not drop back 
(#4). And, the knees are slightly 
bent, barely compressing and only 

lightly “absorb-
ing” the poling 

(illustration #6). 

Got it? Good. Now let’s splice your solid double 
pole DNA into the different genes of Nordic.

claSSIc
If you were to 

visualize the traditional 
classic technique right 
now you would see 

(hopefully) the following image. Ok, 
break that down into it’s most simple 
form of propulsion and you would 
have a double pole. Not convinced? 
Try this: Take your fingers and cover up 
just the back leg and back arm of the 
illustration. What you have left is the 
double pole position! You see then that a 
good Athletic Stance is the first strand in your Nordic DNA helix. 
So now let’s move on to skating to find the second strand of your 
Nordic DNA.

SkaTING: v1
Forget most of what you were 

taught about the V1, or uphill skate 
technique, especially concern-
ing the poling. Here, I offer you 
the Genetically Modified (GMO) 
version. From now on, we will 
Double Pole on the ‘poling’ 
side. This means that the tra-
ditional, “hang” and “push” 
poles are no longer relevant. 
Instead, double pole the V1, 
just like you would in the 
classic track, allowing some room for mildly offset hands. (Your 
skis still need room to clear your poles as they move forward). 
Here are two ways to practice this:

1) For those of you who remember, the skating technique started 
with the Marathon Skate- essentially double poling in the classic 
tracks and then “skating/pushing“ one foot/ski to the side, out of 
the tracks. To get a feeling of this “new” technique, practice the 
marathon skate. 

2) Or, try this: Start in a skating ”V”. Choose your dominant side 
and double pole only on that side. For this drill, allow the ‘trail-
ing’, or non-poling side leg, to limp along however it can. All your 
focus is on deliberately double poling on the right. Your mantra is, 

“Double Pole, Right side; ‘fall’ to the left side. Double pole, right; 
fall left. Double Pole right, fall left.” Over and Over until you get 
it.

In fact, I encourage you to enjoy learning again by literally tak-
ing baby steps with your left leg. Eventually, once you get the idea 
of double pole V1, you will need to push off equally, to the side 
and forward, (not back), with both legs. But in the meantime, the 
above exercises will get you started into the new “GMO” skiing.

SkaTING: v2
Ahhh. Here is the skating tech-

nique that most benefits from your 
encoding “your Double Pole DNA.“

To practice this new V2: In the 
middle of the skating lane, start in 
a narrower (than V1) skating “V”. 
Double pole exactly like described 
previously for classic technique 
(pic 2); but down the middle of the 
skating lane. Let your legs move underneath you, allowing them 
to “float” side-to-side under your core. Do not turn your upper 
body in the direction of the gliding ski; instead, keep your chest 
pointing mostly in the middle of the track. Your ski tracks should 
look like this, not like the old-school technique, which would have 
you poling off into the woods on the right side and then off into 
the woods on the left side. Not very efficient when trying to go 
forward, is it?

SkaTING: v2 alTErNaTE
Oh boy. This is where it gets fun! The V2 Alternate is an ele-

gant and powerful skating technique used for fast flats and slight 
downhills. The V2 Alternate translates directly back to improving 
all your double pole techniques because the timing of the V2 Al-
ternate encourages you to “throw” yourself/your weight forward 
and commit to a gliding ski. If you take this committed V2 Alter-
nate position back to your double pole technique practice, you 
will see that it, along with all the other exercises here, encourages 
one ski balance—the second strand in you Nordic DNA helix.

 The best way to see incredible balance and, excellent double 
pole technique, is to check out videos of U.S. Ski Team members, 
Torin Koos, and Andrew Newell. They do this “new” double pole 
style, in both skate and classic, as well as anyone in the world. 
And, I do not think their DNA is flawed.

So, try double poling more often than you usually do. Try it 
while skating. See if you can’t “teach an old dog new tricks”. I’m 
sure you can. It’s all right there in 
your Nordic DNA.
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